QtBiVis: a software toolbox for visual analysis of biclustering experiment
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Abstract—In this article we introduce QtBiVis - a novel software intended for the comparative analysis of biclustering results. This modular tool has been efficiently implemented in C++ with Qt framework GUI. It may be successfully used for coverage analysis of the results of biclustering as well filtering or sorting biclusters by Gene Ontology (GO) identifiers or bicluster enrichment values. It may also be useful for parameter studies of biclustering algorithms. In future releases we plan to add different modules for visualizing and comparing different GO terms and biclusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

MICROARRAY technology has become a subject of multiple biological experiments since its theoretical foundations in 1980’s and first application in 1995 [1]. As labeled nucleic acids immobilized on a solid surface proved to be capable of monitoring the expression levels of nucleic acids molecules, the technology has been predominately used for measuring in parallel multiple gene expression patterns. It has also gained wide scope of application in disease diagnostics, drug discovery and comparative genomics.

The result of microarray experiment after background adjustment, normalization and summarization at the probe level is structured into a data matrix of real numbers, in which thousands of biclusters need to be visualized and compared simultaneously. QtBiVis is has been implemented in C++ with Qt used for graphical user interface. The second justification of QtBiVis emergence are limitations of the available software. As the majority of the tools has been implemented in Java, existing tools encounter different performance issues during analysis of hundreds or thousands of biclusters. This limits analysis of complex experiments in which thousands of biclusters need to be visualized and compared simultaneously. QtBiVis has been implemented in C++ with Qt used for graphical user interface.
II. METHODS

In this article we present QtBiVis, an open-source toolbox, which implementation may be found at github.com/Archi0/QtBiVis. In this section we present an overview of QtBiVis and detailed information about its design.

A. Main features of QtBiVis

The QtBiVis tool, which is herein presented, has been implemented in C++ programming language with Qt 5.5 framework used for graphical interface design. A Dynamic_bitset from Boost C++ library has been used for performing bitwise operations. The main features of QtBiVis include:

- loading main data set which contains microarray data,
- loading files with biclusters with Gene Ontology ID (GO ID) and p-values,
- filtering biclusters by a specific GO ID,
- calculations, plotting and saving results of the degree of coverage of the bicluster environment,
- displaying information about a single bicluster with its values, labels, level of coverage, GO IDs and p-values,
- plotting statistics of the bicluster based on average of values in columns and standard deviations of the values in columns in examined cluster,
- calculating, plotting and saving information about the relation between number of occurrences of value in different biclusters and size of the bicluster,
- drawing a heatmap based on the number of occurrences of a given value in the loaded clusters.

B. Overview of application

The main workflow of QtBiVis includes loading a microarray dataset and definitions of series of biclusters from multiple biclustering experiments. Information about loaded biclusters is shown in the table on the right-hand side of the main window. Each row of the table contains a Gene Ontology ID, p-values (before and after multiple test correction) and the identifiers of rows and columns of the bicluster. Filtering is applied for biclusters after entering a value in "GO Filter" text area.

This perspective offers access to three different analysis tools. The first one, called "Parallel Coords", provides access to profile analysis using parallel coordinates plot. The second one, named "Coverage", displays a histogram, which presents the level of bicluster overlap with respect to other biclusters. A histogram presents on horizontal axis a degree of coverage (i.e. a percentage of shared area with the bicluster) and on vertical axis - a number of occurrences.
of occurrences (i.e. number of biclusters that share the same area).

Fig. 4. Coverage analysis of a single bicluster.

The third one, "Stats", shows means and standard deviations of particular columns of a bicluster. In current version, for each column the plot displays mean and standard deviations as dots, whilst the average standard deviation of all columns is represented by a line (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Statistics of mean and standard deviation of the whole bicluster and its values in columns.

D. Coverage statistics

Another statistics, which is provided by QtBiVis, is analysis of the degree of bicluster intersection. Degree of overlap for two biclusters (A and B) is determined by Jaccard index (1), which takes into account the number of intersecting biclusters’ elements with respect to the total area occupied by both biclusters.

\[ J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} \]  

(1)

Clicking on the "Coverage" button on main window calculates the percentage coverage for every loaded bicluster, which is presented on a histogram (see Fig. 6). The button "Save" stores the results in a selected file.

Fig. 6. A histogram presenting the degree of coverage of multiple biclusters with each other.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

QtBiVis has been designed as a modular application. Each module is responsible for providing a different perspective. Several coding optimizations have been used to reduce the computation time of certain calculations. For example row and column of a bicluster are represented in application by bits. If the row or column belongs to a bicluster it is set to ‘1’, otherwise it remains ‘0’. Bitsets are used for computations of their intersections or unions.

A. Application design

The class diagram of the application is presented in Fig. 7. The main components of the application have been presented hereafter.

Fig. 7. Class Diagram of QtBiVis.

1) MainWindow: The MainWindow module is responsible for loading microarray data as well as loading, displaying and filtering the biclusters.
2) QBicWin: This module is used for displaying statistics about a single bicluster: its values and row and column labels. The module also presents the neighboring biclusters by showing the percentage of coverage. Different modules for single bicluster analysis may be triggered from here (i.e. qBicStats, qParallelCoords and qSigmaStats).

3) qBicStats: This module calculates of degree of coverage for the examined biclusters with the rest of biclusters.

4) QHistogram: The QHistogram module is responsible for calculation and presenting a histogram based on degree of coverage for every detected bicluster.

5) QSigmaStats: QSigmaStats is another module, which calculates and shows common statistics of values in bicluster, such as an average of values, a standard deviation and an average of standard deviation of values in each column of bicluster.

6) QParallelCoords: The QParallelCoords module is responsible for visualization of a single bicluster with parallel coordinates perspective.

7) QQuantityWin: QQuantityWin is used for displaying the histogram based on the number of occurrences of values in microarray data.

IV. RESULTS

For demonstration purposes eight GDS datasets have been taken, which have been previously used by Eren et al. [7]. As the original dataset haven’t been provided by the authors in supplementary materials, we downloaded their copies from Gene Omnibus and tried to follow the authors’ preprocessing procedure (i.e. missing value imputation, validation and Benjamini-Hochberg multiple value correction [17]). Unfortunately, we didn’t manage to obtain similar results to the authors. The reason for this is that Eren et al. specify neither the method of missing values imputation, nor the method of gene universe creation (i.e. algorithm used for filtering features from an ExpressionSet, which exhibit a little variation or where GO or Entrez Gene identifiers are missing). Thus, we decided to parse the original file with their biclustering results, which have been publicly available. The file has been split into separate folders concerning to each dataset and divided into the separate files for each biclustering method respectively.

The detailed analysis of the results of coverage of each biclustering method remains out of scope of this paper and has been mentioned only to demonstrate the usage of the QtBiVis.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

The QtBiVis tool performs extraordinarily fast for analysis of multiple biclusters and their coverage. Its capabilities include filtering by a specific GO term across all detected biclusters and sorting by p-values. Based on this, we hope to assess if the relation between the uniqueness of the detected biclusters and their biological significance exists.

We also plan to use the software for parameter study of biclustering algorithms. By analyzing the results obtained from a series of biclusters, each run with different input parameters, QtBiVis may allow us to support analysis of the most commonly detected biclusters by a specific algorithm. Thus, we hope to assess how the input parameters affect the stability of the results.

The current version of the algorithm doesn’t take full advantage of the enrichment level of specific biclusters. In future releases of the software we plan to add different statistics, which would present the impact of the biclustering uniqueness on biological significance. This may be performed for example by visualizing only those biclusters or GO terms, which significance is higher than the adjustable threshold.
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